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years of financial
assistance to students
under the SCHOLARSHIP program
Our scholar working in a desert
Jitka Bolchová was awarded the Zdeněk Bakala Foundation Scholarship for 2010 to support her studies in medicine for developing countries in Berlin. This year, Jitka served as a volunteer doctor helping
Mongolian herdsmen in a mobile-clinic project organized by People
In Need. “I had thought that Mongolia, being a developing country, would be full of infections, and I had even expected plague. But
the vast majority of the diseases that we came across there were
developed-country diseases. Hypertension, diabetes, heart conditions, gastrointestinal disorders... Most of the water springs that the
local herdsmen use are extremely rich in minerals, which leads to
gallstones and biliary colics. Besides, Mongolians have a diet rich in
meat and fat.” Jitka had no direct experience with the type of urgent
care that she knows from her home hospital in Prague; nevertheless,
any time she was invited to a yurt, she received traditional Mongolian hospitality, sometimes being offered meat (from goat meat to
mutton, from horse meat to camel meat), sometimes traditional salt
tea or nermel, home-brewed liquor made from cow‘s milk.

The importance of independent thinking
...is something that most of the Zdeněk Bakala Foundation scholars
are well aware of. One of them is Minh Tri Pham (pictured), a student of the Prague-based German School. In his essay, Phan says:
“I have long been interested in the financial markets. I have passionately learned about them by reading books, surfing the internet,
and attending various seminars. Every described concept, including
technical analysis, looked so sophisticated that I never questioned
their effectiveness. Only during my internship at a Czech investment
bank did I realize that it is nearly impossible to prevail against the
market using such simple models. Why? The majority of techniques
described in books or at trading academies are cleverly designed
scams intended to defraud undercapitalized retail traders. The most
likely targets are people incapable of independent thinking, as only
they could fail to realize that no one would ever publish successful
and profitable trading strategies...”

Our cooperation with České hlavičky
České hlavičky (Czech Little Heads) is a contest for talented secondary students in natural sciences and technical fields. This year‘s
finalists were invited to the seat of Bakala Crossroads Partners on
November 23. The students were told, among other things, what
potential their work has from the perspective of investors, how and
where to draw funds to support their projects or to start a business,
and what the life cycle is of an invention or a company. They were
given invaluable advice on how to protect their ideas, who “angel
investors” are, and where and how to seek and approach potential
clients. They, too, were ready to share their own recent experience.
For instance, Jan Kellner and his team reached the final round of
the contest with their project: mechanical 3D printers – simple and
accessible – capable of producing a three-dimensional copy, several
square centimeters in size, of a specially scanned object. Ondřej Žídek (who compared prices of mobile operators in his contest project)
made a mobile network operator offer reduced call prices. How did
he do that? He wrote a letter directly to the company‘s head – in English. Ondřej has a simple tip for his friends: when talking to (not only)
operators, make sure that you are never forced to accept anything,
and demonstrate that you will accept only the most favorable deal.
“If it is not favorable for the seller, they will not sell it to you.”
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Education is the best investment

